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Chapter 1321

”Boom!”

Looking at the paper that Liu Cong took down heavily, the fat man could not help but be

slightly stunned, with a flash of surprise in his eyes.

He didn’t expect that the other party could actually answer it.

The third puzzle is much more difficult than the previous two puzzles.

You know, the word ‘醢’ itself is a rare word, and few people know it, let alone write it.

It is even more difficult to guess this rare word based on the riddle.

When he first got this question, he thought no one could answer it and he planned to

cancel it.

In the end, it was Liu Cong, who was clueless, who answered first, which was really

surprising.

It seems that there should be an expert’s guidance behind the other party.

”Shopkeeper Chen, what are you doing standing still? Tell me something nice, is this the

right word?” Liu Cong urged.

I was full of confidence at first, but when I saw the fat white man’s expression was

different, I became nervous again for no reason.



”Master Liu, I advise you to stop struggling. You can tell by the look on Shopkeeper

Chen’s face that you must be wrong again this time.” Yin Tao teased.

”If you don’t have the ability, go down early and don’t embarrass yourself here!”

A group of dignitaries and dignitaries in the audience started to boo.

”Isn’t it wrong again?”

Liu Cong frowned slightly, his face a little confused.

”Hmph! It’s all nonsense, but in the end it’s not wrong? If I had known better, I shouldn’t

have believed you!” Liu Xiangsi glared at Lu Chen fiercely.

How could a guy who was inferior to himself be able to answer such a difficult riddle?

”Don’t misunderstand me…”

After reacting, the fat white man said quickly: “Young Master Liu did not answer

wrongly. On the contrary, he answered very correctly. The answer to the third question is

indeed the word ‘醢’.”

”What? Got it right?”

As soon as these words came out, the smile on Yin Tao’s face froze instantly.

The dignitaries who had just made a fuss were all looking at each other in confusion at

this moment.

As for Liu Xiangsi, she swallowed the words that came to her lips.

“Shopkeeper Chen, are you not mistaken? How can these stupid heads answer this

question correctly?” Yin Tao couldn’t believe it.



Even the talented person she hired at a high price couldn’t answer for a while, let alone

Liu Xiangsi and Liu Cong?

”I saw it clearly, and there is no mistake. Mr. Liu really got the answer right.” The fat

white man nodded slightly.

”Then tell me, what word did he answer?” Yin Tao asked.

”It’s the word ‘醢’.”

The fat white man clearly displayed the words written by Liu Cong in front of everyone.

After reading it, many people nodded suddenly and agreed.

”Is that the word?”

Yin Tao glanced at the scroll man next to her and asked.

”One to the right and one to the west, three square rooms standing to the southeast, with

‘right’ and ‘west’. The three bungalows correspond to the pictographic character ‘plate’.

The answer to the character ‘醢’ is so correct that even I didn’t expect it. “The scroll man

gave an evaluation.

”It shouldn’t be…”

Yin Tao frowned: “Liu Xiangsi, that woman, has a good eye but a weak hand. She has no

ability. How can she solve such a difficult puzzle? Could it be that there is someone else

helping her?”

As she spoke, her eyes swept over them one by one, and finally settled on Lu Chen.



Because compared to the surprise and astonishment of the people around him, the other

party acted very calmly, as if he had expected it.

”Hahaha… That’s right, that’s right, I finally got it right!” Liu Cong was excited.

His mistakes in the first two questions made him lose face and made him a laughing

stock.

This third question finally regained a little face.

”Xiao Lu, I didn’t expect you to be able to guess lantern riddles, that’s awesome!” Liu

Gongquan gave a thumbs up.

This kid is really capable of both literary and military skills and is versatile.

”Read a lot of books, and if you know everything, it’s nothing.” Lu Chen smiled faintly.

”Brother Lu, please stop being modest. It was thanks to you just now. Otherwise, we

would have lost again.” Liu Cong returned to his seat with a smile.

”Hmph! What’s so great? It’s just good luck!” Liu Xiangsi smacked her lips, very

dissatisfied.
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In her opinion, Chase Lu was lucky enough to guess the answer.

Or maybe the other person has seen related puzzles before, so he answered them quickly.

”Brother Lu, the next puzzle is all up to you. I will thank you very much after it is done!”
Liu Cong clasped his fists at Lu Chen.

”For the sake of Dr. Liu, I will do my best.” Lu Chen yawned.

If he had to keep Jishitang, he would be too lazy to meddle in other matters.



”Liu Xiangsi, I can’t tell that there is a wise person hidden among you.”

Yin Tao’s voice came again: “But don’t be too happy. We are still in the lead now. The
next seven puzzles are the key to victory.”

”Hmph! Just let the horse come here!” Liu Xiangsi held her head up, without any fear.

”Shopkeeper Chen, please give me a question!” Yin Tao urged.

The fat white man nodded, and immediately took out the fourth card from the box, and
read: “Please listen to the fourth question: Leave Banyue, guess a word.”

As soon as his voice fell, Lu Chen faintly uttered a word: “Brain.”

”Congratulations to this guest, the answer is correct.” The fat white man directly
announced the result.

”Um?”

Hearing this, everyone was stunned.

The riddle has just been revealed, and they haven’t had time to think about it yet, so
someone has given the answer?

What kind of joke are you kidding?

Is it that fast?

”Wait! Why is the word ‘brain’ the answer? Can you explain it more clearly?” someone
questioned.

”Leaving Banyue, the upper part of the word ‘li’ is taken from the word ‘moon’, and it is
naturally the word ‘brain’.” Lu Chen gave a concise explanation.

”So that’s the case. It sounds quite simple, no wonder the answer is so fast.” Everyone
suddenly realized.

”Shopkeeper Chen, continue to write questions!” Yin Tao was a little dissatisfied.

”Please listen to the fifth question: 2345678.9, guess an idiom.” The fat man said.



”Lack of food and clothing.” Lu Chen blurted out.

”Congratulations to this guest, the answer is correct.” The fat white man nodded.

”…”

Everyone’s expressions froze and they were speechless.

So damn fast.

They couldn’t react at all.

”Please listen to the sixth question: There is a bamboo forest on the soil, and there is gold
under the soil. Guess a word.”

”The word ‘wait’.”

”Please listen to the seventh question: The blind man touches the elephant, candied
coptis, what do they mean?”

”A blind man touches an elephant and does not understand the general situation; candied
Coptis chinensis can share joys and sorrows.”

”Please listen to the eighth question: Zi Chou. Guess the four-character common
expression.”

”The rat, the ugly, and the ox are the first and second animals in the Chinese zodiac, so
they should be born in the first and second zodiac signs.”

”Question 9: The phoenix flute sounds, the jade pot turns light, and fish and dragons
dance all night long!”

”Lantern Festival.”

”…”

The two of them were asking and answering questions, and the speed was getting faster
and faster.

No matter what question the fat white man asked, Lu Chen just blurted it out without
thinking about it.



And every question was answered correctly.

The surrounding guests had no chance to speak.

Even the talented man from the south of the Yangtze River whom Yin Tao hired at a high
price was dumbfounded at this moment, with a look of shock on his face.

Is this lantern riddles?

Is this based on the answer?

Too many outrageous!
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At this moment, everyone was shocked by Lu Chen’s answer.

Come on, come on, it’s so fast, so fast that people can’t react at all.

Each and every one of them had their brains shut down and completely lost the idea of

  competing.

What was supposed to be a situation where a hundred schools of thought should be

contending has completely become a show for Lu Chen alone.

Even the fat white man who asked the question was sweating profusely by the end of the

question.

These puzzles are randomly selected and are of various kinds. Even if you study hard,

you will not be able to answer them so quickly and accurately.

If it weren’t for the extremely high confidentiality of the Imperial Building, he would

have doubted whether Lu Chen had seen the correct answers and memorized them all.



”The…last question.”

The fat white man swallowed his saliva, read out the riddle according to the card: “Red,

yellow, blue and white can transform, like a phoenix and a dragon are incarnations, they

travel thousands of miles without stopping, and a gust of wind blows them away…”

”Cloud.” Lu Chen blurted out again.

”All…the answers are correct!” The fat white man spat out a few words with difficulty.

He was really convinced, he had never seen such a perverted guy.

”Damn it! Did you get all the answers right? Is this guy cheating?”

”Why are you so fierce? It will make me look stupid!”

”Damn it! I have reason to suspect that this guy was hired by the Emperor Tower!”

”…”

After a brief silence, the entire scene exploded.

Although he was just guessing lantern riddles, Lu Chen’s performance was really

outstanding.

Completely overshadowing everyone.

Those who came prepared were completely turned into a joke.

They all say that participation is important, but the problem is that they don’t even have a

sense of participation.

”Oh my god! Answering seven questions in a row, isn’t this guy Lu Chen too cruel?”



”No! You said it wrong. He got all ten questions right!”

The disciples of Jishi Hall looked sideways, and each of them looked at Lu Chen as if

they were looking at a monster.

“How, how is it possible? How can he answer them all correctly?!”

Liu Xiangsi’s eyes widened with disbelief on her face.

If Lu Chen answered two or three questions correctly, it could be regarded as good luck.

Now, no matter how dissatisfied she was, she had to admit that the other party was indeed

far better than her.

”Okay…good answer!”

Liu Cong couldn’t help laughing.

He wasn’t sure before, but Lu Chen’s performance gave him a big surprise.

”This boy is indeed an all-rounder.”

Liu Gongquan stroked his beard and smiled, his eyes sparkling.

Young people with such extraordinary talents are so rare.

Not only did he have the idea of   passing on the mantle, he even wanted to marry his

granddaughter to him.

”I didn’t expect that such a dark horse would appear halfway. What a mistake!”

Yin Tao stared at Lu Chen with sharp eyes, as if she wanted to see something.

The clothes are ordinary, but the bearing is extraordinary.



His expression was indifferent and his sharpness was reserved. Even when he won a great

victory, he did not have any mood swings.

It’s obvious that this is a man with deep roots.

He is also a master of concealment.

”Shopkeeper Chen, are there any more puzzles?” Lu Chen asked calmly.

”there is none left……”

The fat man smiled reluctantly: “Sir, you are so knowledgeable. I really admire you. I

wonder what your name is?”
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”land.”

”Mr. Lu, congratulations on winning the jackpot.”

The fat white man held the box containing the beauty picture in both hands, then walked

respectfully to Lu Chen and said with a smile: “On behalf of the Imperial Building, I

present this priceless beauty picture to you sir.”

”Let me inspect the goods first.”

Liu Cong was the first to take the box, opened it, and couldn’t help but his eyes shone: “It

is indeed a good treasure!”

After confirming that it was correct, Liu Cong couldn’t help but make a mistake.

After all, Lu Chen won this treasure back. If he just pocketed it without saying a few

words, he would inevitably be criticized.



The best way is to let Lu Chen take the initiative to give up. He will go with the flow and

gain both treasure and reputation.

Perfect!

”Brother Lu, although I have favored this beauty for a long time and admired it endlessly,

after all, you won it back with your own ability, and I can’t take it away from you.”

Liu Cong said, pretending to be reluctant to part with love, handed the box over, stretched

it halfway, and suddenly stopped: “Of course, if you really don’t like it, I can keep it for

you. When the time comes… …”

”Oh, thanks.”

Before he could finish speaking, Lu Chen took it calmly and then said nothing more.

”??”

Liu Cong was stunned.

This is so unconventional!

Normally, shouldn’t we just decline and be polite?

Why did you just accept it?

Am I not being obvious enough?

”Hey! Lu! What do you mean? Do you want to keep this beauty picture for yourself?”

Seeing this scene, Liu Xiangsi immediately became dissatisfied.

”Swallow alone?”



Lu Chen raised his eyebrows slightly, turned his head and asked, “Shopkeeper Chen, the

rules of today’s event are that whoever answers the most questions correctly will get this

beauty picture, right?”

”That’s right.” The fat man nodded.

”Since I answered the most questions, should the beauty picture belong to me?” Lu Chen

asked again.

”Exactly.” The fat man nodded again.

”That’s strange. It’s something that belongs to me. How can I say it’s my own?”

At the end, Lu Chen’s gaze had already turned to Liu Xiangsi, with a hint of questioning.

Although he is not very interested in pictures of beautiful women, it does not mean that

he should give them away for free.

Especially someone who was begging for help made him even more disgusted.

”Although you won the beauty picture, don’t we get the credit?”

Liu Xiangsi said righteously: “Putting all this aside, if senior brother hadn’t brought you

into the Emperor’s Tower, would you have had a chance to get this treasure? Shouldn’t

you express your gratitude?”

”That’s right! As a human being, you should repay your kindness. Without the senior

brother, you wouldn’t even be qualified to answer the questions, so this beauty picture

should be donated to the senior brother!” Qian Chun agreed.

”What do you mean, as long as I enter the Imperial Tower, I have to sell my life to your

senior brothers?”



Lu Chen’s lips showed a touch of sarcasm: “Miss Liu, please understand one thing. If I

hadn’t taken action, you would still not be able to get the beauty picture, and you would

even lose the entire Jishi Hall because of your impulsive willfulness!”

”Nonsense!”

Liu Xiangsi looked dissatisfied: “You think we can’t win without you? It’s a joke! I was

just warming up just now. Even if you don’t speak, I can still win!”

”Haha, you got three questions wrong in a row. Will anyone believe this?” Lu Chen

sneered.

”I…I just made a mistake.” Liu Xiangsi said bravely.

However, his voice was unconsciously much softer, and he was obviously a little weak.

”Liu Xiangsi, are you too shameless?”

At this time, Yin Tao twisted her slender waist, walked over, and said in a strange tone:

“This handsome guy just helped you, allowing your Jishi Hall to escape the disaster. It’s

okay if you are not grateful, but you still want to fight.” Beauty, please tell me, where is

your face? Was it eaten by a dog?”

With those words, Liu Xiangsi’s face flushed red, as if she had eaten shit.
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”You you you… what nonsense are you talking about?!”

Liu Xiangsi was immediately furious and furious, like a cat whose tail had been stepped
on.

”Did I say something wrong? If this handsome guy hadn’t come to your aid, you would
have lost everything. You are still here babbling. You really have no power at all.”



Yin Tao crossed her arms and curled her lips. After finishing, she even flashed her eyes at
Lu Chen: “Handsome guy, oh~!”

The word ‘oh’ is elongated and has a somewhat ambiguous tone.

”Okay! So you two are in the same group!”

Liu Xiangsi looked left and right, showing a look of sudden realization: “No wonder you
two have been flirting with each other for a long time, and you have already joined
forces!”

”idiot!”

Yin Tao rolled her eyes and was speechless for a while.

Is this woman pretending to be shit?

It’s really convincing to speak without going through the brain at all.

”Forget it, junior sister, since the beauty picture was won by Brother Lu, we can’t take
advantage of it. What he wants to do is his own business and we have no control over it.”
Liu Cong patted Liu Xiangsi’s shoulder.

His appearance was calm, but his eyes were cold.

This kid is really clueless.

If he gave away the beautiful picture, he would still accept the other person’s favor.

Now that he wants to keep it for himself, don’t blame him for using some tricks.

”Hmph! Remember, this is not over today!”

Liu Xiangsi glared at the two of them fiercely and left angrily.

”Xiao Lu, this girl is too willful. Don’t take it to heart. Let’s talk tomorrow if something
happens.”

Liu Gongquan said hello, and then followed his granddaughter, fearing that the other
party would do something stupid.



”Brother Lu, you guys eat slowly, I have something else to do, so I’ll take my leave now.”

Liu Congpi hugged his fists with a smile, then turned and left.

Seeing this scene, the other Jishi Hall disciples stood up one after another and dispersed.

In this regard, Lu Chen just smiled without saying a word.

Neither Liu Xiangsi nor Liu Cong are good people.

The former is brainless and unruly, while the latter is ulterior motives.

Pictures of beautiful women are worth tens of thousands of dollars. How can it be so easy
to get away from him with nothing?

”Handsome boy, please stay.”

Just as Lu Chen was about to leave, Yin Tao suddenly shouted.

”Is something wrong?” Lu Chen turned around.

”Handsome guy, did you come alone?” Yin Tao looked up and down.

”That’s right, what’s wrong?” Chase Lu asked back.

”It’s nothing, I just want to remind you that Yanjing is a mixed bag. If you bring such a
priceless treasure with you, if you don’t have the protection of a big force, you may be
robbed as soon as you step out of the Imperial Tower.” Yin Tao reminded.

”Is the law and order under the Emperor’s feet so chaotic?” Lu Chen raised his eyebrows
slightly.

”Although we are under the emperor’s feet, people die for wealth and birds die for food.
This picture of a beautiful woman is enough to make many forces take action.” Yin Tao
seemed to be smiling but not smiling.

”Thanks for reminding me, but it’s not that easy to snatch my things.” Lu Chen didn’t
care.



”Handsome guy, the water in Yanjing is deeper than you think. Besides, it’s hard for two
fists to defeat four hands. You are weak alone, how can you fight against those jackals,
tigers and leopards?” Yin Tao said with a smile.

”What should I do according to Miss Yin’s wishes?” Lu Chen asked.

”It’s very simple. As long as you find a big power to protect you, you can rest easy. For
example, I am the Yin family.”
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Yin Tao finally got to the point: “Handsome guy, I think you are a talented person, how

about you become a disciple of my Yin family? With my Yin family protecting me,

looking at the entire Nancheng, except for the two wealthy families of Song and King, no

force dares to touch you.”

”Miss Yin recruited me, didn’t you come here for beauty pictures?” Lu Chen asked

tentatively.

”Beauty picture?”

Yin Tao smiled slightly: “Although it is a treasure, what I lack most is money. To me, it

has no value.”

”Oh? Then why did Miss Yin help me?” Lu Chen was a little curious.

”Although I am not short of money, I am short of people.”

Yin Tao stretched out her slender jade fingers, touched Lu Chen’s chest gently, and said

brightly: “She looks thin, but I didn’t expect it to be so strong. I really didn’t miss it. I

don’t know if the handsome guy is interested in being mine.” One hundred and

eighty-eighth boyfriend?”

”Um?”



Lu Chen frowned, and subconsciously took two steps back.

I thought the other person was doing it for beauty, but I didn’t expect that he was

coveting his own body.

What a female gangster!

The one hundred and eightth boyfriend, are you trying to get a whole set of Liangshan

heroes?

”Handsome guy, you’re not scared by me, are you?”

Yin Tao curled up her lips: “Don’t worry, I was just joking with you. There are not as

many as one hundred and eight. Even if there are, you are my new favorite, and I promise

not to treat you badly.”

After saying that, he started to touch it again, but Lu Chen held it with one hand: “Miss

Yin, please respect yourself.”

”Handsome guy, we are all adults. You don’t need to be so restrained. You should enjoy

yourself while you are alive.” Yin Tao smiled charmingly.

”Miss Yin, you are drunk. It’s time to go back and rest.” Lu Chen said coldly.

”Handsome, what’s your reaction?”

Yin Tao raised her eyebrows and said with some resentment: “Am I not beautiful? Am I

not in good shape? Don’t you have any desire at all?”

”You are very beautiful and have a good figure, but I am not interested in you.” Lu Chen

answered straightforwardly.



”not interested?”

Hearing this, Yin Tao was stunned for a moment, then laughed so hard that her branches

trembled and tears came out: “Hahaha… interesting… so interesting. Handsome guy, you

are number one For someone who rejected me like this, I found myself becoming more

and more interested in you.”

She asked herself, whether it was appearance or figure, she was the best among the best.

As long as she gives her a wink, most men can’t resist her.

Even if there are some self-proclaimed guys who remain calm on the surface, as long as

she exposes her identity and is willing to spend money, she will soon fall under her skirt.

No man can stop her attack.

But Lu Chen was an exception, a special man she had never met before.

She has mastered countless men and has rich experience.

She can tell at a glance whether a man is lying or not.

Lu Chen’s actions, expression, and words just now were enough to prove that he was not

lying.

And the clear and calm eyes will not lie.

In other words, her tried-and-true beauty trap failed for the first time on Lu Chen.

This sudden sense of frustration made her even more excited.

She decided to get this man no matter what the cost!



”Miss Yin, there’s nothing else to do, so I’ll take my leave now.”

Seeing that this woman was behaving strangely, Lu Chen decided not to stay any longer

and left decisively.

”Follow us and observe secretly. In critical moments, another hero will come to save the

beauty.”

Seeing Lu Chen’s leaving figure, Yin Tao snapped her fingers, her eyes shining brightly.

It was like a hunter who saw a new prey.
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When Lu Chen walked out of the Imperial Building, he quickly noticed some malicious

looks.

Glancing around, he saw that at least two forces were eyeing him.

It seems that Yin Tao is right. Although beauty pictures are treasures, they can also cause

a lot of trouble.

The common man is not guilty, but he is guilty of carrying the jade.

Even if ordinary people get such a treasure, it is impossible to keep it.

Fortunately, Lu Chen is not an ordinary person.

”If you dare to take my idea, it depends on whether you have the ability.”

Lu Chen snorted coldly, then kept calm and walked to a remote place intentionally or

unintentionally.



The two forces, one on the left and one on the right, followed quietly.

After walking for about ten minutes, Lu Chen took the picture of beauty and turned into

an old alley that was rarely visited.

”What a great opportunity! Follow me quickly!”

More than a dozen men in black holding knives followed Lu Chen into the old alley.

When we walked in, everyone was stunned.

Because they discovered that this was a dead end.

And Lu Chen, who just came in, disappeared mysteriously!

”What’s going on? Where’s that kid?”

”It’s strange. I clearly saw him coming in. Why was he suddenly gone?”

”Fuck! Isn’t this a ghost attack?”

A group of men in black looked at each other in shock and confusion.

How could such a good person suddenly disappear?

”Are you looking for me?”

A cold voice suddenly sounded behind him.

Everyone was startled and turned around quickly to find that Lu Chen had appeared at the

entrance of the alley.

”You… weren’t you in front of us? Why did you run behind us?” A man in black asked in

surprise.



At this moment, the sky is already late, and the moon is shining like water.

Lu Chen lowered his head slightly, half of his face hidden in the darkness, and there was

a cold aura all over his body.

Let the original strange atmosphere, even more eerie.

”You’ve been following me for so long, what are you going to do?” Lu Chen asked

coldly.

”It turns out you have discovered it a long time ago, and there is indeed something.”

The leading man in black took two steps forward and shouted: “Boy! Stop talking

nonsense! Use people’s money to eliminate disasters. If you don’t want to die, hand over

what you have in your hands immediately!”

”The things are here, come and get them if you have the ability.”

Lu Chen gently placed the box containing the picture of the beauty on the ground, and

immediately raised his hand.

”Hmph! You don’t have to drink a toast! Let’s serve together!”

The leading man in black shouted and immediately swarmed forward with his younger

brothers.

Lu Chen smiled coldly, followed his footsteps, and his whole body turned into a black

light and crashed directly into the crowd.

There was only a scream, and all the men in black were knocked high into the air, and

then fell heavily to the ground.



For a while, people turned on their backs and wailed endlessly.

”Tell me, who sent you here?”

Lu Chen grabbed the leader’s throat and lifted him up forcefully.

”I…I don’t know…we just get paid to do things.”

The leader was frightened and trembling.

I thought it was just an ordinary business, but I didn’t expect the target to be so fierce.

A face-to-face meeting knocked everyone down.

terrible!

”I don’t know? Or don’t you want to say?”

Chase Lu worked his fingers slowly.

The leader felt his breathing was stagnant, his face turned red, veins popped out in his

neck, and he began to struggle wildly with his hands and feet.

”I really… I really don’t know. There are rules in the industry. We never ask the

employer’s origin.” The leader said a sentence with difficulty.

”waste!”

Lu Chen lost his interest, stretched out his hand and slammed the leader against the wall,

and passed out.

These people can only do ordinary fists and kicks, and they can’t even be called warriors.
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It can be seen that the person behind the scenes did not take him seriously.

In other words, the other party does not have much power.

Lu Chen patted his clothes, put away the box, and was about to leave.

Several black commercial vehicles suddenly stopped at the entrance of the alley.

As the car door opened, a group of strong thugs dressed in powerful clothing rushed

down.

These thugs all carried guys and surrounded Lu Chen as soon as they appeared, not

giving any chance to escape.

”Get out of the way!”

At this time, a muscular man with a cigar in his mouth walked over in a swaggering

manner.

The man has a scar on his face and looks fierce and violent. At first glance, he is not a

good person.

”It’s you?”

Lu Chen squinted his eyes slightly and quickly recognized the scarred man.

The person who came was none other than Zhang Long, who was causing trouble in Jishi

Hall during the day.

”Boy! We meet again!”

Zhang Long was holding a cigar, bulging his belly, hands on his hips, and a mink coat

draped over his shoulders.



The whole person was dragged as if he was worth two to five or eighty thousand.

”What did you just call me?” Lu Chen raised his eyebrows slightly.

”What? Deaf? I called you a brat!”

Zhang Long’s eyes widened and he said fiercely.

Three minutes later…

”Brother…brother, if you have something to say, please don’t slap me in the face.”

Zhang Long crawled on the ground with a bruised nose and a swollen face. He changed

from his previous arrogance and became timid, like a frightened quail, with panic and

fear on his face.

Beside him, there were already people lying on the ground.

This time, just to be on the safe side, he specially brought twenty or thirty people over,

but in less than three minutes, all the boys were beaten to the ground.

In fact, he didn’t even see Lu Chen’s movements clearly.

I just felt a flash in front of my eyes, and then the younger brothers fell one after another

like dominoes.

Obviously, he kicked the iron plate.

”Zhang Long, to be honest, I still like your rebellious appearance before.” Lu Chen

pulled him up.

”Big brother, stop joking.”



Zhang Long had a mournful expression on his face: “I was blind just now and I offended

you so much. I hope you will be magnanimous and let me go. I promise that I will never

be your enemy in the future!”

”Do you think it’s possible to get away with just these few words?” Lu Chen said lightly.

”What does elder brother want to know? I know everything, and I can talk endlessly!”

Zhang Long quickly responded.

”Smart.” Lu Chen smiled slightly: “I ask you, did Song Zhong ask you to come?”

”That’s right, Steward Song wanted your Yulu Ointment formula, so he sent us to snatch

it.” Zhang Long nodded repeatedly.

”Besides Song Zhong who sent you over, is there anyone else?” Lu Chen asked again.

”No, no, Steward Song…it seems that he doesn’t think much of you.” Zhang Long

promised.

”very good.”

Lu Chen let go of his hand and said with a smile: “Go back and tell Song Zhong to make

an appointment tomorrow, and let’s have a good talk.”

”ah?”

Zhang Long was stunned for a moment, but he didn’t react.

Negotiate with Song Zhong? Isn’t it like a sheep entering a tiger’s mouth?

What the hell is the person in front of me doing?

”What? Is there a problem?” Lu Chen didn’t change his smile.



”No problem, no problem, I promise to deliver the message.” Zhang Long forced a smile.

”Okay, you can go now.” Chase Lu waved his hand.

”Thank you, brother! Thank you, brother!”

Zhang Long looked happy, and after bowing again and again, he limped and ran to the

car.

”etc……”

Lu Chen’s voice sounded again, and Zhang Long was so frightened that he froze and

sweated profusely: “Brother, brother…you don’t want to go back on your word, do you?”

”Come out to pretend to be cool in the future, don’t wear a fake mink again, it’s

shameful.”

After the words fell, Lu Chen walked away.

Zhang Long was left standing there with a dull face, his ears flushed.

Chapter 1329

Imperial Building, in the window seat on the second floor.

Yin Tao shook the red wine glass and looked at the watery night outside. The moon and

stars were reflected in her beautiful eyes, carrying a strange charm.

”Miss…”

At this time, a bodyguard in a suit suddenly stepped forward and reported in a low voice:

“There was an accident just now. The target you wanted us to keep an eye on has

disappeared.”



”disappear?”

Yin Tao raised an eyebrow: “What do you mean?”

”The target is quite powerful. He just defeated dozens of people with his bare hands and

then disappeared mysteriously.” The bodyguard lowered his head.

”Oh? So you’re still a master?”

Yin Tao smiled, her beautiful eyes glowed brightly, and she became more interested: “I

thought it was just handsome, but I didn’t expect to have some skills. You can send

someone to check and see what is the background of the other party? If the background is

right, Win over as many as possible.”

”yes!”

The bodyguard responded and left quickly.

”Interesting, really interesting. I haven’t seen such interesting people in a long time.”

Yin Tao smiled slightly, then picked up the wine glass and drank it in one gulp.

She had a hunch that she had found a treasure.

…

The next day, early morning.

Lu Chen walked out of the hotel and went straight to Jishi Hall.

After getting rid of the people who were following him last night, he found a hotel near

Jishi Hall to stay.



The primary mission of coming to Yanjing this time is to treat Xie Sinian and at the same

time investigate the past events of that year.

With his current strength and the help of Tian Lingzhu, he is already qualified to pursue

the truth.

Five minutes later, Lu Chen walked into Jishi Hall.

Today, Jishi Hall is as lively as ever. The people who come here for medical consultation

are all uncles and aunts.

It was chattering like a vegetable market, noisy all the time.

Lu Chen had already greeted Liu Gongquan in advance, so he went directly to the second

floor.

The door to the second floor has been opened, and Liu Gongquan has been waiting in the

living room for a long time.

”Xiao Lu, are you here? Sit down.”

Liu Gongquan made the invitation with one hand, poured a cup of tea, and said

apologetically: “I’m really sorry about what happened last night. Although that girl

Xiangsi is willful, she doesn’t have any bad intentions. I hope you don’t have the same

experience as her.”

”It’s nothing. What’s in the past is in the past. I just hope she can restrain her temper in

the future.” Lu Chen smiled lightly.

Liu Xiangsi is unruly, willful and unreasonable.

If it weren’t for Liu Gongquan’s sake, he wouldn’t be so polite.



Of course, as long as it doesn’t violate his bottom line, there are some things that he

doesn’t bother to worry about.

”I will discipline her well in the future, otherwise, if this continues, that girl will get into

trouble sooner or later.” Liu Gongquan felt a little ashamed.

”By the way, Doctor Liu, how is Uncle Xie doing?” Lu Chen changed the subject.

”I have just checked. Mr. Xie’s condition is relatively stable for the time being, but it can

only last for ten days and a half. We must refine the marrow-cleansing pill as soon as

possible.” Liu Gongquan’s expression became solemn.

”Is there any news about the three main ingredients of the Marrow Cleansing Pill?” Lu

Chen asked.

”I’ve already asked people to inquire. The Bingxinlian and Golden Marrow Jade are still

unknown, but I do know where the Dragon Blood Ginseng is, but it’s a bit difficult to

get.” Liu Gongquan sighed.

”Oh? Where is it?” Lu Chen became interested instantly.

”As far as I know, Dragon Blood Ginseng is kept as a treasure by the Wang family and is

never easily shown to others.” Liu Gongquan said.

”The Wang family, one of the eight wealthy families?” Lu Chen raised his eyebrows

slightly.

”That’s right.” Liu Gongquan nodded: “I have heard from you that Mr. Wang has been in

poor health. This dragon blood ginseng is a good medicine to extend your life. It is

difficult to buy dragon blood ginseng from the Wang family. sky.”

”It’s indeed a bit troublesome, but I still have to try.”



Chase Lu said thoughtfully: “Leave this matter to me. Doctor Liu, please hurry up and

find out about the other two elixirs.”

”No problem. I have already mobilized my friends in the medical field. It will probably

take a few days to find out the relevant whereabouts.” Liu Gongquan looked serious.

Chapter 1330

”Master, Brother Lu, it turns out you are all here.”

At this time, Liu Cong and Liu Xiangsi suddenly walked in the door.

”Hmph! Come eat and drink again!”

Liu Xiangsi curled her lips with a very disgusted expression.

She has been brooding about what happened last night, especially the scene of Lu Chen
and Yin Tao colluding, which made her even more grudge.

”Brother Lu, I heard that you were robbed last night. How was it? Are you okay?” Liu
Cong showed a concerned look.

”Thank you, Mr. Liu, for your concern. They’re just a bunch of little thieves. I haven’t
taken them seriously yet.”

As Lu Chen said, he suddenly changed the topic and asked, “By the way, Mr. Liu, how
did you know that I was robbed?”

”ah?”

Liu Cong’s face froze, but he quickly returned to normal: “Oh, I am very well-informed.
No matter what happens in Nancheng, it cannot escape my ears and eyes.”

”So that’s the case.” Lu Chen smiled meaningfully.

I was still wondering last night who had the idea of     taking pictures of beautiful women.



Now it seems that there is a high probability that it is Liu Cong.

But he didn’t bother to expose this kind of hypocrite, and he was still useful.

”Brother Lu, the common man is not guilty, but he is guilty of having a jade. Although
the beauty picture is a treasure, it is also a hot potato. With your identity, you cannot
grasp it.” Liu Cong said seriously.

”Oh? Really? According to Mr. Liu, what should I do?” Lu Chen asked.

”It’s very simple. Take action early and get out early, so as to avoid big trouble.”

Liu Cong said with a serious face: “If Brother Lu believes me, you can give me the
beauty picture, and I will find someone to auction it for you, and I guarantee to help you
sell it at a good price.”

As long as the beauty picture is obtained, he has the final say on how much it will be sold
for?

Just a country bumpkin, who has seen anything in the world?

”Is this an auction? Let me think about it first.” Lu Chen pretended to hesitate.

”Don’t think about it. If you stay one more minute, you will be in more danger. I am
doing it for your own good!” Liu Cong was impatient.

”Ding ding ding…”

Just when Lu Chen was about to say something, his cell phone rang suddenly. When he
connected it, Zhang Long’s voice came quickly: “Boy! Don’t you want to meet Butler
Song? I have made an appointment for you. Come here if you have the guts!”

“What did you just call me?” Lu Chen’s voice became colder.

”Little…” Zhang Long was about to shout something, but he seemed to have thought of
something. He paused and said hesitantly: “Brother, brother, don’t you want to negotiate?
Butler Song asked you to meet at Longfeng Tea House. Come here quickly.”

”Longfeng Teahouse, right? Okay, I’ll be there in an hour.”



Lu Chen hung up the phone, turned to Liu Gongquan and said, “Miracle Doctor Liu, I
have to go out for something. I will let you know when there is news.”

”Okay.” Liu Gongquan nodded.

”Brother Lu, I just heard you say that you want to go to Longfeng Tea House?” Liu Cong
suddenly asked.

”That’s right, what’s wrong?” Lu Chen squinted.

”Do you know that Longfeng Tea House is the territory of the Song family?” Liu Cong
asked again.

”Of course I know. I’m here to negotiate with Song Zhong. Some things should be
resolved early to avoid trouble.” Lu Chen said calmly.

”Brother Lu! You are confused!”

Liu Cong patted his thigh and hurriedly advised: “The Song family is ambitious and has
been coveting your Jade Dew Cream formula. If you go to negotiate alone, isn’t it like a
sheep entering a tiger’s mouth?”

”It’s not certain who is the sheep or the tiger.” Lu Chen looked calm.

”Brother Lu, if you insist on going, I won’t stop you, but to be on the safe side, I advise
you to write down the formula of Jade Dew Cream first and give it to us for safekeeping.
The Song family will definitely not be able to get the Jade Dew Cream formula. I won’t
do anything to you.” Liu Cong was anxious and wise.

If you can’t get a picture of a beauty, it would be great to get the recipe of Jade Dew
Cream.

”Young Master Liu is sincere and always considers me. He is indeed a good person.” Lu
Chen smiled half-heartedly.

This bitch wants pictures of beauties at one moment and the formula of jade dew
ointment at the other. He is really insatiable.



”Everywhere, we are all friends, and it is natural to help each other. Just wait a moment,
and I will find paper and pen for you right away. You can write down the recipe in a
while, and I will keep it for you.”

After speaking, Liu Cong happily ran downstairs.

Two minutes later, when Liu Cong ran upstairs with pen and paper in hand, he found that
Lu Chen had disappeared.


